CONSERVATION COMMISSION
MEETING

Lower Level Conference Room, Dover Town House
AGENDA for March 11, 2020
7:30 PM

Request for Certificate of Compliance
144-802  5 Turtle Lane, Schnee – Charles River dock

Notice of Intent
144-843  5 Turtle Lane, Schnee – Addition to existing home

Requests for Certificate of Compliance
144-822  36 Miller Hill Rd., Saber – Cheney Eng.
144-788  45 Draper Rd., Chiu – Cheney Eng.
144-690  47 Wilsondale St., Torres – Cheney Eng.

Continued Notice of Intent
144-842  Haven Meadows Roadway Plan, Corrigan, Cheney Eng

Minutes  - 2/12/2020, 2/26/2020

Signatures

Discussion
45 Draper Rd., proposed changes

Except for new (published) hearings scheduled at 7:30 pm, all agenda times are approximate.
Next Regular Meeting – Mar. 25, 2020 at 7:30 PM